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Flat for sale in Recoletos

Features Surface

255 m²
Bedrooms

3
Bathrooms

3
  Views   Heating

  Furnished   Boxroom

  AACC   Lift

  Concierge

Price

4,200,000 €

Spectacular exterior housing in a representative royal
estate of beautiful classical facade beautiful portal and
manicured common areas, located in a privileged
location of the exclusive Recoletos a few meters from the
Retiro Park, and Velázquez. Surrounded by restaurants,
shops, parks, and all services.  It has been luxuriously
refurbished and furnished with exquisite taste. The
property is characterized by the classic elegance of all its
rooms, its beautiful balconies from which you can enjoy
wonderful views of the Retiro, its high ceilings of more
than three meters, with a reform designed for the most
demanding: Combining with success elegance and
comfort, the reform harmonizes with intelligence, the
classic spirit of the house, a magnificent design, current
and practical. The

combination of its light tones, combined with the wood,
give the house a lot of warmth and harmony that, added
to its excellent light given its south orientation, result in an
ideal place to create a dream home. The house has been
refurbished to suit all needs, with three bedrooms with
large built-in wardrobes and three complete bathrooms.
The third bedroom can be used as an office or
multi-purpose room, and the third bathroom can be used
as a guest bathroom.  The property has a doorman and a
beautiful and spacious lift in a cage. Can you imagine
living here?

Contact us,
we will be happy to assist you,

to offer you more details and information.
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The information about any property is not binding to any offer or contract. Any verbal or written declaration made by
aProperties with regards to the value or condition of the property should not be considered accurate or factual. The
pictures make reference to some parts of the property at the times that they were taken. The areas, dimensions and
distances that are given are approximate and should be checked by the client. The images are computer generated and
are just an approximate indication of the real appearance of the property; these may change at any time. The
information with regards to the property may also change at any time.

For more information or
to make an appointment

apropertiesmadrid@aproperties.es
Tel: 91 800 54 65
www.aproperties.es
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